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Protein cages are hollow, often spherical, protein structures.

They are scientifically interesting for reasons including their

capability to serve as protective containers for delivering

medically useful cargoes to cells. Design and construction of

artificial protein cages is a powerful strategy enabling them to

be endowed with bespoke properties not seen in natural forms.

To this end, structural studies are a vital tool: Structural

analyses of naturally existing protein cages can provide an

inspiration for artificial designs while determining structures of

artificial proteins can confirm that they match expected designs

and cryo-EM is now the tool of choice to achieve this. In this

review we describe how natural protein cage structures can

inform the design of artificial versions and how, in turn, these

can exceed the limitations of their natural counterparts.
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Introduction
The fundamental utility of nanometric protein cages is

identical to that of macroscale containers: They can act as

receptacles for objects placed inside them (‘guests’). As a

consequence, these guests can be protected from the

outside environment (or vice versa, a useful capability if

the guests are toxic). The container walls constrain the

interior volume meaning that multiple objects within the

same container are kept in close proximity to each other.

This may be beneficial if it is desirable for the objects to

interact with each other but would otherwise drift apart.

In the biological context, at the nanoscale, there are

numerous self-assembled protein cages. Well-known

examples include the iron storage protein ferritin [1],
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bacterial nano compartments such as encapsulins [2]

and lumazine synthase [3] as well as the capsids of

numerous species of viruses [4]. Recombinant and chem-

ical techniques allow cages to be modified (Figure 1a).

Target areas for modifications include the interior surface

(for filling with guests); the interface between protein

subunits (for modifying assembly/disassembly character-

istics) and external surface decoration (for immune

modulation/cell targeting). Indeed, natural protein cages

have been engineered to provide useful nanocontainers

functioning as chambers for chemical reactions [5],

delivery vehicles for therapeutics [6], and building blocks

to construct macroscale structures [7�] (Figure 1b).

The size of guests in natural protein cages ranges from

macromolecules such as nucleic acids or proteins to metal

ions [8]. Where protein cages require a large internal

volume – as is the case for typical viruses whose lumens

are in the several thousands of cubic nanometres range – a

number of consequences arise: For example the diameter

of such a cage would have to be around 20 nm or larger;

were it to be made from a single polypeptide then its total

molecular weight would number in the megadalton range.

Clearly this is not possible to produce as a single chain.

Furthermore, in the case of viruses, the gene encoding

such a protein would potentially have a volume larger

than the volume of the cage itself. The well-known

solution is for protein cages to be constructed of multiple

copies of a single or a few kinds of proteins that fit

together to tile the cage wall. This leads to certain rules

and constraints as to what structures can theoretically be

formed. Structural studies on both natural and artificial

protein cages have helped us to understand in more detail

these rules which in turn will help in the design of new

structures.

Natural cages as a guide to artificial cage
design
Understanding the structure and function of natural cages

can guide the design and construction of artificial cages.

Thanks to early structural work, the geometrical princi-

ples of natural protein cage assemblies is now well

defined, stemming from research on viral capsids, the

protein shells encapsulating viral genetic materials.

These were some of the earliest protein structures solved

by X-ray diffraction analysis and helped Caspar and Klug

to develop their quasi-equivalence theory, referred to as

CK theory hereafter [9]. In it, virus cages can be viewed as

having icosahedral symmetry: The smallest viral capsid

having the triangulation number 1 (T = 1) indicating that
www.sciencedirect.com
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(a) Location of protein cage modifications. Encapsulin (PDB 3DKT) is used as an illustrative cage. Cages can be modified at 3 locations, the

interior surface (for example to include a protein cargo as exemplified by GFP (green PDB 1GFL), the interface between protein subunits (each

subunit shown in a different colour) and the external surface (red ‘hooks’). (b) (top) Encapsulation of [NiFe]—hydrogenase within the bacteriophage

P22 capsid for H2 production using methyl viologen (MV+
�
) as an electron donor. Reprinted by permission from Springer Nature [48]. (middle)

Cancer cell death caused by doxorubicin loaded ferritin cages. Reproduced from Ref. [6]—Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry. (bottom)

Three-dimensional crystal lattice made of ferritin cages loaded with lysozymes. Reprinted by permission from ACS: [7�] https://pubs.acs.org/doi/

10.1021/acs.nanolett.9b01148.
it is constructed of 12 pentagons, each consisting of five

protein subunits with each pentagon locating on each of

the 12 vertices of an icosahedron, giving 60 proteins in

total. The capsid diameter can be increased by distancing

the pentagons and filling in the ’gaps’ with hexagons. The

geometrical patterns are classified by the distance

between pentamers, defining the triangulation numbers

(Figure 2a).

While high-resolution structural studies of capsids have

been achieved using X-ray crystallography [10], the large

highly symmetrical nature of protein cages makes them

ideal candidates for structural investigation using cryo-

EM single particle reconstruction techniques. Numerous

cryo-EM structures have now been solved of both viruses

[11] and other natural protein cages [12,13]. This

structural information allows us to modify both the exte-

rior and interior of such cages in a rational manner, leading

to useful outcomes. For example, exterior modification of
www.sciencedirect.com 
protein cages can be utilized to produce artificial vaccines.

This is because a single cage contains multiple repeating

monomer units and thus genetic fusion of an antigen to

one monomer results, after assembly, in it being displayed

on the surface multiple times with a high density. This is

ideal to enhance the immune response. Indeed, viral

capsids and other protein assemblies have been exten-

sively exploited as display vehicles for vaccine develop-

ment [14,15]. Additionally, the interior of protein cages

can be utilized for accommodating other molecules and

by protecting guests from the outside environment, they

can potentially serve as useful carriers for drug delivery

purposes [16]. Structure-based engineering of naturally

existing protein cages is a powerful strategy to encapsu-

late guests inside their lumen. Such an approach has been

recently exemplified by circularly permutated lumazine

synthase that was engineered to relocate the native

sequence termini at the cage exterior to the lumen. By

genetic fusion to the topologically rearranged subunit,
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2020, 64:66–73
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Figure 2
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(a) Geometric representation of Caspar and Klug theory which enumerates possible icosahedral designs by mapping its 20 triangular faces on a

2D-lattice. The lattice is presumed to consist of regular hexagons, with the exception that each vertex from the triangulation should be a

pentagon. This results in a curving of the hexagonal matrice into a sphere. The CK capsids are described with two integers, h and k which are

related to T as follows: T = h2 + hk + k2 and the number of protein subunits is 60 in the T = 1 state. Bottom row shows CK structures with T = 3, 4,

7 and 9. Reproduced from Ref. [49] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies. (b) (top) Representation of 4 Archimedean lattices permitting

Caspar–Klug construction of 4 Archimedean solids with icosahedral symmetry by changing 12 hexagons into pentagons (middle), (bottom)

Smallest polyhedral structures which differ in size from classical Caspar and Klug designs or represent an alternative arrangement for equal size

capsids. Reproduced from Ref. [20��].
target proteins or short peptides that bind other molecules

can be displayed on the interior, affording a facile means

for encapsulation of guest macromolecules [17,18].

Going beyond nature
While most natural protein cages conform to the CK

theory there are some interesting outliers. One such

example is dengue virus, where three E monomers in

each icosahedral asymmetric unit do not have quasi

equivalent symmetric environments in the external, ico-

sahedral scaffold [19] falling outside CK theory and

showing that the evolution of viruses may still not be

fully understood. This has been addressed recently by

Twarock’s and Luque’s work demonstrating that CK

theory can be expanded by constructing the icosahedral

architectures based on the Archimedean lattices that is,

lattices in which all polygons are regular, and each vertex

is surrounded by the same sequence of polygons [20��]
(Figure 2b). Only a handful of Archimedean lattices

contain a hexagonal sublattice (Figure 2b) with one of
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2020, 64:66–73 
them being the basis for CK construction. Twarock and

Luque used these tilings to derive and classify icosahedral

polyhedra by replacing 12 hexagons with pentagons,

obtaining icosahedrally symmetric Archimedean solids

(Figure 2b). The structures produced via this process

widen the spectrum of possible viral capsids architectures

as CK theory describes only icosahedral structures built

by repeats of an identical asymmetric unit and excludes

capsids built from proteins of different sizes which is

possible in Twarock and Luque theory and which may

inspire new protein cage designs.

Artificial protein cages are a relatively new area of protein-

cage research. Early work by Lai et al. demonstrated the

idea using a symmetry engineering technique whereby

proteins with different rotational symmetries were fused

together to produce a building block capable of self-

assembly into a platonic solid [21] (Figure 3a). More

recently the Baker group has been able to utilize compu-

tational approaches to design the interface between
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Structures of artificial protein cages.

(a) (top) Principles of designing protein nanocages by fusion strategy represented by geometric models. Fusion of individual subunits (middle)

which naturally oligomerize into dimers or trimers (left) results in assembly of tetrahedral protein cage (right), (bottom) crystal structures of natural

protein subunits (left), comparison between designed model and observed crystal structures of individual subunits fusion (middle), crystal structure

of tetrahedral self-assembled cage (right), From Ref. [21], reprinted with permission from AAAS. (b) Model showing proposed structure of I53-50

protein cage with displayed Ds.-Cav1 trimer. Adapted from Ref. [25��] (c) Details of artificial protein cage I53-50 (left) and Gaussian filtered map at

low contour showing docked mimics of Env trimers (right). Adapted from Ref. [26�].
protein building blocks of artificial cages, doing away with

the necessity of preexisting interactions [22–24]. This has

resulted in production of a number of cages corresponding

to platonic solids. The cryo-EM structures of several have

been determined including a number further modified for

potential therapeutic (vaccine) use. For example, a

computationally designed protein cage made of the

two-component protein complex I53-50 [24] was deco-

rated on its exterior by genetic fusion with a variant of F

glycoprotein trimer (DS-Cav1) to produce a nanoparticle

immunogen against respiratory syncytial virus (RSV)

[25��]. The antigen-displaying protein cage (Figure 3b)

was shown to induce a neutralizing antibody response

10-fold greater than DC-Cav1 alone. I53-50 was also used

to present recombinant mimics of viral envelope

glycoproteins from human immunodeficiency virus on

its surface showing its efficacy as primary immunogen

[26�] (Figure 3c).

Artificial protein cages have the potential to extend

beyond what is typical in nature in terms of both the

geometry and the chemistry whereby cages are formed.

As such, we have recently described an artificial protein
www.sciencedirect.com 
cage composed of a toroidal, 11-mer protein, trp RNA-

binding attenuation protein (TRAP) from Geobacillus
stearothermophilus [27,28,29��]. This unusual cage

(‘TRAP-cage’) is made from 24 copies of the 11-mer

(Figure 4). Monomers in the ring connect to monomers

of neighbouring rings via thiol-gold-thiol coordination.

Despite the apparently ordered cage-like assembly, a

regular-faced convex polyhedron (excluding prisms and

antiprisms) cannot be made from such a polygon in theory

[30]. Cryo-EM single particle reconstruction studies

revealed how this geometrical ‘trick’ was achieved: In

the TRAP-cage, the rings arranged themselves to approx-

imate an Archimedean solid. Although this geometrical

solid is also ‘forbidden’ for hendecameric building blocks,

the deviation is likely small enough to be accommodated

by malleability of the protein structure. If similar levels of

errors are allowed, other types of protein ‘polygons’ such

as heptamers should also be able to make apparently

regular protein cages, despite being strictly disallowed

[30]. This realisation, that small errors can be accommo-

dated, opens up a large library of potential protein cage

building blocks which may not have previously been

considered.
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2020, 64:66–73
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Figure 4
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(a) The crystal structure of the TRAP ring protein (PDB 4v4f). Each monomer is shown in a different colour. Red spheres highlight the position of

K35 which was mutated to cysteine in the cage-forming variant. (b) Monosulfonyl triphenylphosphine gold(I) (shown in orange) used for inducing

TRAP cage formation. (c) TRAP-cage consisting of 24 TRAP rings with each ring connected to 5 neighbours via –S–Au–S– bonds involving

opposing cysteine side chains. Each TRAP ring is shown in a different colour with gold(I) ions as yellow spheres.
As already noted, by analogy with natural protein cages, it

would be of interest to be able to place molecular guests

or ‘cargoes’ into artificial protein cages. Here, the knowl-

edge obtained through development of packaging sys-

tems with natural cages can be transferred to artificial

ones. A striking example has recently been reported by

the Hilvert group, where a computationally designed

protein cage, O3-33 [22] was mutated to possess a posi-

tively supercharged interior, a strategy previously

exploited for lumazine synthase cage to encapsulate

complimentarily charged molecules [31]. The resulting

O3-33 cages have been shown able to capture siRNA and

deliver it to mammalian cells [32��]. Moreover, another de

novo designed protein cage, I53-50 [24] has been evolved

in the laboratory to package its own mRNA genome in

a similar manner as viral nucleocapsids, likewise an

engineered lumazine synthase cage [33��,34].

Observing designed cages
The actual structure of artificial cages may not always

match the design. For this reason, validation of design

approaches and finalised structures using high resolution
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2020, 64:66–73 
methods is essential. Both X-ray crystallography [24,35]

and cryo-EM [36] have been widely used. Recent efforts

have improved the resolution of protein cryo-EM to near-

atomic level, propelling it out of the era of ‘blobology’ in

the so-called ‘resolution revolution’ [37,38] and the tech-

nique is now ideally suited to detailed analysis of protein

cages [25��,39�] (Figure 3b,c). Single particle analysis

offers the opportunity to sample numerous structural

states of the measured sample and determine its structure

by combining images of the molecules in similar states

[40]. Samples preparation varies but is typically achieved

by applying them to an EM grid covered with a holey

carbon film, followed by plunge-freezing in liquid ethane

and liquid nitrogen and embedding in vitreous ice where

the molecules may display different orientations [41].

For protein cages intended for cell delivery, it would be

useful to be able to use high resolution imaging to

understand if cell entry has been achieved and the

intracellular fate of the cages. Protein cages are typically

amenable to fluorescence labelling, allowing in-cell

imaging using confocal microscopy [42]. This is still
www.sciencedirect.com
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challenging to achieve with high precision due to the

small size of the cages. One solution may be to use in-cell

cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) in which the biolog-

ical material such as tissues or cells is flash frozen, cut into

thin sections and imaged by an electron microscope [43].

Images in different orientations are captured by tilting

the sections to obtain information in three dimensions.

The multiple images are then aligned to reconstruct the

3D structure or tomogram of the object. This imaging

technique is capable of obtaining nanometer scale infor-

mation from the cellular environment of the samples in a

near-native state. The bottleneck of cryo-ET structural

analysis is the involved sample preparation step which

was recently facilitated by new developments such as the

application of focused ion beam (FIB) milling to thin

samples to their ideal imaging thickness. This makes it

possible to generate thin cell slices directly on the trans-

mission electron microscope grids carrying the vitrified

sample [44]. Another development which can help to

visualize protein cages inside cellular compartments is

the merging of fluorescent light microscopy with electron

microscopy known as CLEM (correlated light microscopy

and electron microscopy) having the advantages of both.

Here, samples can be analysed in two modes: first by

fluorescence imaging of the tagged proteins followed by

fixation and EM analysis or the preparation of ultra-thin

sections for EM still containing fluorescent labels and

their analysis by both EM and LM [45]. As artificial cages

move from basic to applied research, these techniques

will be increasingly used to image them in cells.

Summary and perspectives
Using theoretical approaches and structural knowledge

gained from natural protein cages as a start point, artificial

nanometric protein cages are being developed with proper-

ties extending beyond those found in nature. These include

altered physical properties such as programmability of cage

assembly/disassembly with obvious benefits for ‘triggered’

drug release.Such cages would then be attractivefor medical

use, particularly as drug delivery systems and, as noted

above, are already being developed as vaccines. Further

modifications could provide cell targeting, immune

stimulation, immune stealth and so on.

At this early stage, many questions and challenges

remain. Understanding the kinetics of protein cage

assembly is one example that may be met by using

designed cages whose assembly is triggerable and some-

thing not seen in natural cages, which spontaneously

assemble. Combining structural studies with extended

chemistry and biotechnology toolboxes will be useful as

the research moves towards applications. This will

include exploitation of existing technologies for attaching

additional (particularly biological) molecules to the inte-

rior and exterior of cages. Examples include click

chemistry via orthogonal amino acid [46] approaches

and protein/peptide tags for example, SpyTag/
www.sciencedirect.com 
SpyCatcher [47]. The use of structural studies, increas-

ingly cryo-EM to confirm that these engineered cages

have the expected structure will continue to be impor-

tant. Ongoing improvements in cryo-electron tomography

will allow us to gain important snapshots of therapeutic

protein-cages in the cellular environment allowing further

refinement of them as useful medical tools.
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